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AGENDA

What is Long Exposure Photography?

What Equipment do I need?

What Techniques do I use?



What is Long Exposure 
Photography?

Manipulation of the cameras shutter speed (slowing it down) to add a 
feeling of MOTION or to add 

DRAMA to an image.



How do we add blur to an image?

• Generally blur is added to an image by decreasing the shutter speed 
and/or moving the camera while the shutter is open

• This will add a sense of motion to your image

• Panning

• Zooming a lens

• Holding the camera still while a subject moves through the frame

• Various other ICM techniques



Motion  1/10 sec  f29  iso 64



Lens zoom  200 sec  f 5.6  iso 100



Lens zoom  1/8 sec   f 22   iso 100



Pan  .4 sec  f 22   iso 100



ICM   1/10 sec   f 7.1   iso 100



Waterfall  32 sec   f 16   iso 100



Falls Park  239 sec   f 16  iso 100



Frozen motion  1/1250   f 2.8   iso 400



Blurred horse   1/6 sec   f 20   iso 100



How is LEP used to add drama to an image?

• Drama is created by significantly increasing the time a camera shutter 
is open.

• This will result in milky water and clouds which become streaks. 

• Often images are enhanced by converting them to black and white.

• Typically exposures which may be 10 or 15 seconds long are often 
longer extending to many minutes.



Brighton Pier  401 sec   f 14   iso 100



Dungeness  25 sec   f 16   iso 100



Board walk   320 sec  f 16 iso 100



Equipment Required

• Camera with manual functions

• Sturdy tripod and adjustable head

• Remote shutter release (camera self timer)

• Neutral density filters

• App to easily calculate shutter speed

• Timer to accurately time the exposure



Exposure Triangle



Slowing shutter speed will cause image blur

• Generally reducing shutter speed by 1 to 2 stops may be sufficient.

• No hard and fast rules – requires trial and error

• Remember – each time you open the shutter for a longer period you 
are letting more light into the camera.

• You must compensate for the increased light by adjusting the ISO 
and/or the F stop by an equal amount.

• Adding a ND filter will allow you to reduce light entering the camera 
without having to change the ISO or F stop.



Steps required for long exposures

• Set up the composition as you normally would

• Apply appropriate settings (SS, ISO and F stop) for a normal exposure 
without filters

• Take a test shot to make sure the exposure and focus is good

• Switch to manual focus and manual settings (using the B or T setting 
transfer the Shutter Speed, ISO and F stop settings to match the test 
shot values above)

• Mount the filter onto your lens

• Calculate the new shutter speed either manually or by using an app 
(Lee Stopper Exposure Guide)

• Apply the new shutter speed without adjusting any other settings 
(note, this may require an exposure of a number of minutes)



Steps required for long exposure - continued

• Take the image and make adjustments to the shutter speed if needed

• Hints:

➢The histogram is particularly useful to judge the exposure

➢Remember, to increase the exposure by 1 stop means you must 
Double the exposure time

➢Likewise to decrease the exposure by 1 stop you must Half the     
exposure time.

➢Since exposure times can be long you must block any extraneous light 
from entering the camera



Remember…………….

➢With moving water, such as a waterfall, it is useful to take a few 
images (adjusting the shutter speed) and judge the one you like best 
when you can review the images on your computer.

• Finally – It is important to follow each of the steps exactly.  Make sure 
you take enough time to set things up correctly as any mistake might 
cost you valuable time.  Remember, you won’t be taking many images 
if you’re using a 300 second shutter speed.

• Practice     Practice Practice…………………
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